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Fearless: Steph Adamczak
Abstract

Steph Adamczak ’15 has been shaking things up on campus by having some fearless conversations about the
current investments Gettysburg College is making in fossil fuels. Steph hopes that by opening these important
conversations, the college will consider divesting from these specific investments, especially with increased
support from the Gettysburg College student body. [excerpt]
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Comments

Surge is a student blog at Gettysburg College where systemic issues of justice matter. Posts are originally
published at surgegettysburg.wordpress.com Through stories and reflection, these blog entries relate personal
experiences to larger issues of equity, demonstrating that –isms are structural problems, not actions defined by
individual prejudice. We intend to popularize justice, helping each other to recognize our biases and unlearn
the untruths.
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FEARLESS: STEPH ADAM
ADAMCZAK
March 8, 2013

Fearless Friday celebrates individuals, groups, or events that promote
change or challenge injustice.

Steph Adamczak ’15 has been shaking things up on campus by having some fearless conversations
about the current investments Gettysburg College is making in fossil fuels
fuels.. Steph hopes that by opening
these important conversations, the college will consider divesting from these specific investments,
especially with increased support from the Gettysburg College student body. “We want to let the Board of
Trustees know that this is something that the campus is working towards and that we’re very excited
about this endeavor. It is part of a larger national movement for campuses to go fossil free,”
free Steph said of
the campaign. Petitions will be found around campus after spring break that students can sign to show
their support of this project.

Are you interested in getting involved? Do you want to know more about the campaign or carry petitions
around campus? Contact Steph at adamst03@gettysburg.edu.
.
And a shout out to the women of Alpha Delta Pi for their efforts with the “Spread the Word to End the
Word” Campaign!
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